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Abstract- We introduce the notion of normalized entropic While, "in principle", it is possible to write down a charac-
vectors-slightly different from the standard definition in the terization for the capacity region of most network information
literature in that we normalize entropy by the logarithm of the theory problems, the difficulty is that this characterization is
alphabet size. We argue that this definition is more natural for
determining the capacity region of networks and, in particular, infinite-letter and non-convex. In other words, evaluating the
that it smooths out the irregularities of the space of non- capacity region requires solving an infinite succession of non-
normalized entropy vectors and renders the closure of the convex optimization problems over certain distributions whose
resulting space convex (and compact). Furthermore, the closure number of variables goes to infinity. This is in stark contrast
of the space remains convex even under constraints imposed with point-to-point (single-user) memoryless channels where
by memoryless channels internal to the network. It therefore
follows that, for a large class of acyclic memoryless networks, the the characterizaton is both single-letter and convex.
capacity region for an arbitrary set of sources and destinations
can be found by maximization of a linear function over the S X
convex set of channel-constrained normalized entropic vectors PXI5(x15)
and some linear constraints. While this may not necessarily make
the problem simpler, it certainly circumvents the "infinite-letter
characterization" issue, as well as the nonconvexity of earlier
formulations, and exposes the core of the problem. We show that Fig. 1. A point-to-point communication problem.
the approach allows one to obtain the classical cutset bounds via a
duality argument. Furthermore, the approach readily shows that, To make this more explicit, consider the point-to-point
for acyclic memoryless wired networks, one need only consider -
the space of unconstrained normalized entropic vectors, thus memoryless channel of Fig. 1. The capacity is clearly
separating channel and network coding-a result very recently C = max I(S; X) = max {H(X) - H(X S)}, (1)
recognized in the literature. Ps ( ) Ps ( )
I. INTRODUCTION where ps( ) is the input distribution and H(X) and
In recent years, there has been a growing interest in H(X S) = H(X, S) - H(S) are the usual entropy and
information transmission over networks. While, historically, conditional entropies. Problem (1) is referred to as single letter,
information theory has played a central role in the development since all entropies are over only a single channel use. The
of point-to-point communication systems, it is fair to say that it problem is one of "convex optimization" since I(X; Y) is
has had a far less impact on the design of most of the networks a concave function of the input distribution and so we are
currently in use, and especially the Internet. Information- maximizing a concave function.
theoretic considerations have had a minimal impact on the SI_XIdevelopment of protocols (such as UDP or TCP-IP), routing,
congestion control, etc. The absence of an interaction between x2N2
networking and information theory, until very recently, can be
S
Network 2
attributed to many facts. The most important, however, must Sm Xm
be the fact that, unlike point-to-point communication problems
where the information-theoretic capacity has long been known,
the capacity region of almost all multi-user information theory
problems is open. The handful, or so, of cases where the Fig. 2. A communication problem over an acyclic memoryless network.
capacity region is known happen to be where certain proposed
schemes have been fortunate enough to coincide with the Consider now the network problem of Figure 2. Assume
(rather obvious) cutset outer bounds. In any event, anything that the network is acyclic and memoryless (in the sense
close to a "theory" of multi-user information theory is still that all channels internal to the network are memoryless)
lacking. and that there is no feedback from the destinations to the
1-4244-1200-5/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE.
sources. Suppose that each source Si needs to transmit to its characterizing the space of (channel constrained) entropic
corresponding destination Xi at some rate Ri, i = 1, . r., m.I vectors.
Now in this case it is not too hard to show that the rate region, The next section defines the notion of entropic vectors
defined as the set of rates {Ri}i1 which can be reliably and shows that the resulting space is convex. This is then
exchanged between the sources and destinations, is given by used to formulate network information theory problems as
(see, e.g., [1], [2], [3]): convex optimizations. In section III cutset bounds, as well as
1 a separation between network coding and channel coding are
R = cl {Ri, i = 1, . . .,m Ri < (H(X)- H(X[ S-T))} studied as some special instances of this formulation.
as T -> oc (2) II. NETWORK INFORMATION THEORY AND ENTROPY
VECTORS
where cl{ } refers to the closure of the set. Here ST and
XT are random variables obtained from concatenating the A Entropy Region
corresponding source and destination random variables over Recall that the objective (3) is just a linear function of
T channel uses. Of course, the characterization of the rate entropies:
region 'R as in (2) is not surprising in some sense it can m
be considered almost as the definition of the rate region. i T (H(XT) + H(ST) H(XT, ST)). (4)
Computing it, however, is another matter. T
An equivalent way of representing the rate region is through This motivates the following definition. Let Xl, * , Xn be a
its tangent hyperplanes. These can be obtained via solving the collection of n jointly distributed discrete random variables
following optimization problem with alphabet size N each.3 For any set S C {1,.. . n}, we
m define the normalized entropy as
lim sup Zai} (H(X[) -H(X[ ST)) 1
PSTK) and i=1 hs H(Xi,iC S). (5)i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~log N
network operations
(3) We remark that the motivation for the definition of the
where {c i}I'1 represents the normal vector to the tangent normalized entropy is the fact that what appears in (4),
hyperplane, and where "network operations" represents all i.e., #H(XT), #H(ST) and #H(XST,Sf) are essentially
permissible internal operations of the network. The problem normalized entropies since the alphabet-sizes of ST and XT
(3) is notoriously difficult since it is infinite-letter (i.e., it are exponential in T. Now there exist 2n-1 non-empty such
involves optimization over joint distributions whose number of sets S. The 2n - 1 dimensional vector obtained from stacking
variables goes to infinity) and non-convex (the cost function these entropies in a column vector, say, is called an entropy
Z= giaij (H(Xf)-H(X[ Sf)) is highly non-convex in vector.
the PST ) and "network operations"). For this reason, the Definition ] (Entropic Vectors): Any vector v e R2
characterization of (3) has very rarely been explicitly used.2 which can be regarded as the entropy vector of some collection
The goal of this paper is to suggest an alternative represen- of n random variables, for some value of N, is called entropic.
tation and study of the aforementioned network information We will denote the space of entropic vectors by Qn
theory problem. The main idea is to define the space of We should remark that our definition of entropic vectors
(suitably normalized) entropic vectors and to show that a very is slightly different from what is conventionally used in the
wide range of network information theory problems reduce literature (see, e.g., [5]). The convention is to consider entropy
to the optimization of a linear cost over the convex set of vectors without the normalization. In this case, the space
(constrained) entropic vectors. This viewpoint has several ad- of entropy vectors is referred to as Pj. We believe our
vantages: first, it does away with the complications of infinite- definition to be more natural. One indication is the more direct
letter characterizations (in fact, the infinite limit simplifies the connection to (3) and (4). The other is the fact that the set F*n
representation considerably), second, it renders the problem is quite complicated: it has an irregular boundary [6] and many
convex and, third, it shows how through duality one may "holes". Its closure, r]j, is therefore more often studied, which
obtain classical results such as cutset bounds. While by no can be shown to be a convex cone (see, e.g., [5], [7]). The set
means solving the network information theory problem in Qn is, however, much simpler. It is clearly bounded, since
itself, it does point to what the heart of the problem is: hs< lS, (6)
'We should note that this formulation can allow for quite general problems. where Sl is the cardinality of the set S. Furthermore, it is
If a source is desired by many destinations, then all we need to do is repeat
that source as many times as desired. If, on the other hand, a destination straightforward to show that the closure of Qn is a convex
requires many sources, all we need to do is to repeat that destination as many set.
times as necessary.
2The only work that we are aware of that uses the infinite-letter charac- 3There is no loss of generality in this assumption. If the random variables
terization (2) is [4], which shows that it can be reduced to a single letter have different alphabet-sizes, we can always take N to be the largest alphabet-
characterization for memoryless multiple-access channels. size and to make the probability mass functions zero wherever appropriate.
Theorem 1 (Convexity of Qn): The closure of the set of Then we have
entropic vectors, Qn is convex. ray(Q*) = F* (13)
We remark that, for any fixed N, the set of entropic vectors i th f Q* i th c f r*
is highly non-convex. It is the fact that N is arbitrary (and can Proof: Let V ' P This means that for any c > 0 and
grow unbounded) that yields convexity. We will present two S
proofs, since both are instructive.s random varables X, . . ., Xn ofproof], (Time soth aring)lnStruppose. hcorresponding some alphabet size N such that H(X,) - V, < e. ThereforeProof 1: (Time sharing) Suppose h.,. e Qn, corresponding lVEQ* d VE ()1 V ElQ* and so Vecray(Q*)to random variables Xi,..., Xn with alphabet-size NX and log N n n
h *.Q~corresponding to random variables .... Y1 with Conversely suppose V C ray(Q*); then by definition thereh E Q*corresponding to random variables Yi, . . . , Yn with _ ny n
..exists an ag such that 1 V C Q* ,from which it follows thatalphabet-size NY. Make nm independent copies of the first anV
set and n~independent copies of the second so that together for any e > 0 there exist random variables Xl, . . ., Xn withset nd n lndpen l t t t h lphabe siz N fo whic hh(X,) -l V < E.Thulos, Wthe new concatenated random variables have alphabet-size a a'T
nx n T a non-normalized entropic vector. Since F* is a convex coneNx XNYY. he resulting entropy vector iS clearly
_] thsipisnhtVcrz ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[5],this implies that V C ]7n.
nx log NX h ny log NY h
nx log NX + ny log NY nx log NX + ny log NY Y' B. Network Information Theory
which, since nx and n~are arbitrary, implies that one can get Let us now return to the network problem (3) and study the
arbitrarily closetnY consequences of what we have considered so far. Consider all
ar.Tisaimplies the coint of the closure of h the random variables in the network and designate them byhy. This implies the convexity of the closure of Q*. m1n Xi, i 1,... mn (the Xi will thus include both the sources,
Now if we form the convex combination of the distributions the destinations, as well as any random variables internal to
of two sets of random variables Xi and Yi, i = 1,...,* m*, with the network). Now due to the normalization in (3), we
fixed alphabet-size N: can simply write the objective as a linear combination of
Pz1.z......Z Zn) PoPx.x... .... AZn) (7) entropic vectors constructed from the Xi. Furthermore, since
+(I POPY~,...,X,(z Zn we consider the closure of the set of entropic vectors, the+ po)py1(Xi,... z12)t**Zn limT,O does not pose any problems. Finally, since the set of
to obtain the set of random variables Zi, it is certainly not entropic vectors is dense in its closure, replacing optimization
true that over Qn by optimization over Qn does not cause a problem.
hz = pohx + (1 - po)hy. (8) The upshot of all these arguments is that (3) can be rewritten
as
However, the next proof shows that this is true in the limit! sup cTh, (14)
Proof 2: (Convex combination of distributions) Make T inde- T
pendent copies of each of the sets of random variables Xi and (where now refers to transpose) subject to h C Qn and
Yi and consider the distribution subject to the constraints imposed by the network. These are
of two kinds.
T T
poJ7Jpxi.Xij,...,Zl: * * * n)+( -Po)Hpyi.,Y"-J,..(Z-,4Zn) Xi,
t=1 t=1 Xi,(9) \j
Now for any S C {1, . },n, we have Xi9 \ Xi2
H(Zs 10) < H(Zs) < H(Z, 0) (10)
poH(XT)+(1-po)H(YsT) =H(ZTsO)+H(po)
Normalizing by log NT yields \i
pohx + (1 -po)hy < hz< pohx + (1 -po)hy (11)
-Po log Po - (1 - Po) log(I - Po) Fig. 3. Topological constraints at any non-source node.+
~TlogN
Thchshwsthcnextyofth lg N 1) Topological Constraints: Topological constraints have towhich shows the convexity of the closure as T -* ooD. U do with the information flow in the network. Thus, consider
We end this section by emphasizing that our choice of a "non-source" node in the network with incoming messages
normalized entropy vectors, and letting N be arbitrary, retains {Xip }k=1 and outgoing messages {Xjq }' =1 (see Fig. 3). Then
all the information needed to solve network information theory clearly, we have the following linear constraints on the entropy
problems, yet "smooths out" all the irregularities in r* . In fact,
n 7 ~~~~h(XjXil..Xi) 0 (15)the relationship between the two sets is as follows: 1 ,
Theorem 2 (Qn and ]Tn9. Define the ray of a set S as or, equivalently:
ray(S)={oaXao>O,XeCS} . (12) h Xq i, ,X)h(i,... i (16)
for all q = , ... 1. Alternatively, at source nodes we have 2) We have also circumvented the "non-convexity". (19) is
h(Si, Sj - h(St) - h(Sj) = 0, if source nodes i and j are a convex optimization problem. In fact, the infinite-letter
independent or h(St, Si) = h(St) = h(Sj), if source nodes i characterization is what yields convexity (the space of
and j are identical. entropic vectors is not convex for any finite T).
The conclusion is that topological constraints simply intro- III. SOME APPLICATIONS
duce linear constraints on the entries of the entropy vector.
A. Duality and Cutset Bounds
Xi Xi As a first attempt, a simple use of some basic machinery
p(Xi Xi) from convex optimization yields some interesting results. In
network flow problems, the duality between max-flow and
min-cut is well known [8], [9]. In information theory cutset
Fig. 4. A channel internal to the network. outerbounds are also well known (see, e.g., [10]); however,to the best of our knowledge, these have been obtained by
2) Channel Constraints: Channel constraints do not trans- relaxing the network problem to a point-to-point problem
join (assuming certain nodes can fully cooperate with the sourceslate directly to entropies. What they do is constrain the jointand others can fully cooperate with the destinations) rather
distribution of all random variables in the network (which then tan thero can dualyc ar ent.
determines the admissible entropy vectors). Thus, refering to tethatgin( we anuenfa
Fig. 4 let a certain discrete memoryless channel relate the .thruhaLagrang multiplieroActotaine
messages XiandXj. Thus, ~~through a Lagrange multiplier A to obtainmessages Xi~and
max cvTh = max min (vTh + ATAh). (20)
p(Xi, Xj) = p(xj Xi)P(X) (17) h(Q) n,AhnO hcQ* A
or, equivalently, Using the duality of convex optimization we can interchange
the max and min to obtain
J [IdX, p(Xi,... ,Xn) max aTh =min max (cvTh + ATAh). (21)
kXi,j hhQA ,,Ah=O A hCQC
p(xj Xi) J J7 dXk p(X,... ., Xn) (18) In particular, for any A, we have the upper bound
k#i max aTh < max (aTh+ ATAh). (22)
which is simply a linear constraint on the joint distribution. h nQA ,Ah=O h nQ,
Now the fact that the underlying distribution satisfies linear Consider now an arbitrary cut through the network, such
constraints has no effect on the validity of the two proofs that all the source nodes reside on one side of the cut and all
we gave for Theorem 1. Therefore the presence of channels the destination nodes on the other side of the cut. Set to zero
inside the network does not affect the convexity of the space all components of the Lagrange multiplier A that correspond
of admissible entropy vectors. We formalize this result in the to edges that do not cross the cut. Then the upper bound in
following theorem. (22) after minimizing over the remaining components of A, is
Theorem 3 (Channel-constrained entropic vectors). Let simply the cutset upper bound corresponding to this cut.4
*deote thacof entropic vectorstt ntr We have therefore obtained an interpretation of cutsetQn,c denote the space of entropic vectors that are constrained
onstruhdaiyadLgrnemliles oeceeby the discrete memoryless channels in the network. Then bounds through duality and Lagrange multipliers. More clever
the closure of this set, i.e., Qn c, is convex, choices of the Lagrange multiplier can lead to improved upperti
bounds over the cutset bound.
C. Network Information Theory as Convex Optimization B. Wired Networks
From the above discussions we can conclude that the In the current framework, solving network information
problem (3) is equivalent to theory problems requires characterizing the set Qn c This
max gTh, (l9) seems formidable (to say the least). However, as we shall
hmQ*x,Ah=c 9 presently see, for wired networks things simplify considerably.
Wired networks are defined through three main characteristics.
where Qn c denotes the convex space of channel-constrainedw 1) Each link represents a (discrete memoryless) channel.
entropic vectors and Ah = 0 represents the topological 2) The signals transmitted on outgoing edges of a node
constraints. Note that, since the constraint set is closed, we (Xi, Xj in Fig. 5, say) can be distinct.
can use max, rather than sup.
Remarks. The formulation (19) is significant for at least two 3 h inl mign nand X,X nFg ,sy
are received without interference.
reasons.
1) By going to the space of normalized entropy vectors, 4We omit the details for lack of space; the basic idea is that once the
* * * r ;;- >^ * 1 ~~~~~components of the Lagrange multiplier that do not cross the cut are set towe havecircumvnted te problm of "nfiniteletter zero all nodes on either side of the cut can fully cooperate and so the problem
characterization", becomes a point-to-point problem whose value is simply the cut capacity.
We can now show
Xi 1\X 4 ? I(Si;Xi) h(Si) - h(Si Xi)
\ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ \ X= (Si) - h(Si, Zx, lXi) by (26)h(Si) - h(Zx |Xi) -h(Si Xi, ZX)
=0
Fig. 5. A wired network. h(Si)-h(Si|Zx) by (29)
h(Zx,) - h(Zx, Si)
=h(Zxi)-h(Zxi,ZsilSi) by (27)
In a wired network with k edges we therefore have 2k h(Zx,) - h(ZZxi S i)-h(Zxi S2 )
random variables: for each edge i a transmitted message Xi -
(at the input of the channel) and a corresponding received =0
message Yi (at the output of the channel). If the channel has h(Zx,) - h(Zx, Zs) by (29)
scaled capacity Ci (i.e., scaled by the log of the maximum of = I(Zsi; Zxi),
the input and output alphabet sizes of the channel) it clearly which implies that the objetive function in (3) can be expressed
imposes the constraint solely in terms of the Zi. From the above argument we can
h(Xi) + h(Yi) - h(Xi Yi) < C, I ... k. (23) easily conclude the following theorem. (This result has already
been observed by other authors [11].)
We can therefore define random variables Zi, such that Theorem 4 (Separation of Channel and Network Coding):
Consider an acyclic memoryless wired network with k edges
h(Zi) = h(Xi)+h(Yi)-h(Xi,Yj) < Ci i 1... ,k. (24) and assume that there is no feedback from destinations
interpretation to sources. Then any network information theory problemFurthermore, we will assume Zi to have the redcestoappobemtfaheoor
of being the information that can be transmitted through the
channel error-free. We can assume that Xi, Zi and Yi satisfy max aTh, (30)
the Markov chain h kQ ,hl: C,Ah=O
Xi -> Z- > Y (25) where Ah = 0 represents the topological constraints of the
network and C is the vector of edge capacities.
The fact that Zi can be recovered perfectly from Yi can be This result is significant for two reasons.
expressed as 1) For wired networks, the channels affect the rate region
h(Zi i) = 0. (26) only through their capacities.
2) For wired networks, determining the rate region requires
And by symmetry of the mutual information with respect to determining only Q.
Xi and Yi we can assume:
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